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       To all those who are truly seeking first the Kingdom -
those who love God with all of their heart:
                                                                                              
          A TIME OF "PERFECT FULFILMENT"

The Father impressed it very strongly on my heart
that there is a time of "perfect fulfilment" about to
overtake all those whose hearts are "wholly given" to the
pursuit of walking in the "fullness" of their true Kingdom-
position and destiny, in Christ - that "perfect fulfillment"
being uniquely defined by the Holy Spirit, as it pertains to
the calling, and the revelation [vision] that the Father has
placed in each individual heart. With a view to these
things, it is of the utmost importance for each and every
one of us to press in each day - making sure that we are
found exercising an absolute faith [perfect patience] and
steadfast trust in the Father and His Word [Will] in any
given moment [in both good and difficult circumstances]. 

While the Enemy will SURELY attempt to contend
against us in our diligent pursuit of the precious
Kingdom-destiny that the Father planned for us from
before the foundations of the earth, it is certain that his
only weapon against us is to deceive [compel] us
[through his wiles] to, in some way, align ourselves with
his fear-filled and lying thoughts of doubt and unbelief.
As we are found faithful to bring EVERY thought captive
to the revelation [vision] the Father has placed in our
heart [regardless of present circumstances] it is certain
that we will not fail to experience His "perfect
fulfillment" in every aspect of our lives - and on every
level.

"wile" - a trick or stratagem meant to fool, trap, or entice;
deceitful cunning; trickery;

...."Put on the whole armour of God, that ye may be
able to stand against the wiles of the devil. For we wrestle
not against flesh and blood, but against principalities,
against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this
world, against spiritual wickedness in high places.
Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye
may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done
all, to stand. Stand therefore, having your loins girt about
with truth, and having on the breastplate of
righteousness}.... Ephesians 6:11-14 KJV

...."And we desire that each one of you show the

same diligence so as to realize the full assurance of hope
until the end, so that you will not be sluggish, but
imitators of those who through faith and patience inherit
the promises".... Hebrews 6:11-12 NASB 

TRUST THE FATHER COMPLETELY  FOR HIS
"PERFECT FULFILMENT" IN  YOUR LIFE
        

...."Before I formed you in the womb I knew you, and
before you were born I consecrated you".... Jeremiah 1:5
NASB

Therefore, what is important in this hour [an hour in
which a very intense refining and polishing process is
being concluded] is for the heart that truly loves God to
come to the place [or perhaps a better way to express that
would be "brought" to the place by the Holy Spirit]
wherein they are found actively trusting the Father
completely for HIS perfect fulfilment [result] - as far as
bringing them into and fulfilling the "fullness" of all that
He created them for from before the foundations of the
earth. 

Our call as true sons and daughters is to ALWAYS
be found walking in faith, love and obedience 
[revelation] - regardless of "outward" circumstances or
whatever "obstacles" the Enemy has placed in our path. In
this way [an abiding love], we will continually have the
deep assurance in our hearts - regardless of what happens
[circumstantially] - that, in our faithfulness, we will,
ultimately, enter into and experience the Father's "best" in
every area of our life and ministry.

ALL THAT THE FATHER CREATED US FOR IN
CHRIST HAS ALREADY BEEN ESTABLISHED IN
HIS HEART                                                                        
                                                                              
        ...."For we are His workmanship, created in Christ
Jesus for good works, which God prepared beforehand so
that we would walk in them".... Ephesians 2:10 NASB
 
        The above scripture refers to the fact that ALL that
the Father created us for in Christ [true Kingdom-position
and destiny] has ALREADY been established in His
Heart [one could say "already written down" in Heaven].
Therefore, as one "abides" in the place of faith, love and
obedience they can know beyond a shadow of a doubt
[have a "burning" {active} revelation] that NOTHING
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[or anyone] can stop them from fulfilling ALL that the
Father has "prepared beforehand" for them - that perfect
fulfillment being based on simply continuing to walk in
obedience [faith and Love] in their own lives.

...."Your kingdom come. Your will be done, on earth
as it is [already done] in heaven".... Matthew 6:10 NASB

...."Truly, truly, I [Jesus] say to you, the Son can do
nothing of Himself, unless it is something He sees the
Father doing; for whatever the Father does [in Heaven],
these things the Son also does in like manner".... John
5:19 NASB

WE ARE CALLED TO AN ABSOLUTE FAITH AND
TRUST

a word from the Father:

* If Joseph had not continued to exercise faith in spite
of the hopeless circumstances that he faced while held
captive in prison [and through the false accusations that
led to his imprisonment] he would have died there and,
thus, fallen short of his destiny. In just the same way, my
"elect" [those whose hearts are wholly given to Me] must
be found exercising an absolute faith in this hour. They
must be found "holding fast the vision" [revelation]
[Habakkuk 2:2-4] through a perfect love and patience.
For truly I say to you, the vision [My perfect plan] will
not tarry nor will it disappoint as it moves rapidly
towards it perfect fulfillment in the lives of My faithful
ones in this most glorious hour. Truly I say to you, faith
and patience will SURELY inherit the fullness of the
promise[s], and bear maximum fruit for the Church and
the Kingdom - from now until the end of the age, and on
into Eternity.

...."He sent a man before them, Joseph, who was sold
as a slave. They afflicted his feet with fetters, he himself
was laid in irons; Until the time that his word [destiny]
came to pass, the word [vision] of the LORD tested him.
The king sent and released him, the ruler of peoples, and
set him free. He made him lord of his house and ruler
over all his possessions".... Psalms 105:17-21 NASB

The story of Joseph again makes very clear what the
Father is saying to those who truly love Him in this most
critical hour. We are called to an ABSOLUTE faith and
trust in Him [and all that He has revealed to our hearts] -
this absolute faith and trust being the catalyst for our
entrance into [unfolding of] the fullness of our precious
destiny and Kingdom-position, in Christ. 

Indeed, Moses, Mary, Joseph, Abraham, David - and
all of the precious saints of the past [and present] were
called to faith [patience], love and obedience. It is written
in Deuteronomy 28 that obedience brings divine blessing
[empowerment] and protection, while disobedience
releases the curse. We know that we have been redeemed
from the curse in Christ [Galatians 3:13] BUT we still
need to continually access the Grace of God [which is
summed up entirely in Jesus Christ - Who is the Word of
God] by faith [total trust and dependence upon Him] that
we might be found appropriating and walking in the
"fullness" of our salvation [Covenant] - day in and day
out.

 ...."Who is the man who fears [reverences] the
LORD? He will instruct him in the way he should choose.
His soul will abide in prosperity, and his descendants will
inherit the land. The secret of the LORD is for those who
fear [reverence] Him, and He will make them know His
covenant".... Psalms 25:12-14 NASB

FAITH, LOVE AND OBEDIENCE CAN ONLY
HAPPEN THROUGH DIVINE EMPOWERMENT

The thing that must be clearly understood by anyone
who calls themselves a true son/daughter of God is that
faith, love and obedience can ONLY happen through
divine empowerment. For instance: in faith we are to trust
in [hold fast to] a "revelation" of the Father's Will - a
revelation gained through our love for Him [which
manifests in our desire to fellowship with Him in the
"inner chamber"], and this faith and love THEN
manifests in a perfect obedience - words and actions
through the empowerment of the Holy Spirit abiding
within. 
                                                                                              
             A TIME OF GREAT REJOICING
     

This truly is a time like no other, and it is certain that
those who have laid their lives down to follow the
"narrow path" [Matthew 7:13-14] will now enter fully
into a spiritual sphere and dimension [the Kingdom] that
will position them to fulfil ALL that they were created
for, in Christ. It is a time of great rejoicing for the true
servants [sons and daughters] of God for Jesus is coming
TO His Church in this hour, and He is bringing great
reward with Him to all those who have been faithful.

...."The [reverent] fear of the Lord is clean, enduring
forever; the ordinances of the Lord are true and righteous
altogether. More to be desired are they than gold, even
than much fine gold; they are sweeter also than honey
and drippings from the honeycomb. Moreover, by them is
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Your servant warned [reminded, illuminated, and
instructed]; and in keeping them there is great reward"....
Psalms 19:9-11 The Amplified Translation

a word from the Father:

* Truly I say to you, the destiny of each one of My
children is squarely in their own hands - their only
requirement being to love Me with ALL of their heart and,
thus, acknowledge Me in ALL of their ways. For as one
places an absolute trust in Me it is certain that their
faithfulness and love [obedience] can NEVER fail to
accomplish ALL that I created them for from before the
foundations of the earth.

       ...."Now faith is the assurance [the confirmation, the
title deed] of the things [we] hope for, being the proof of
things [we] do not see and the conviction of their reality
[faith perceiving as real fact what is not revealed to the
senses]".... Hebrews 11:1 The Amplified Translation

...."Therefore be patient, brethren, until the coming
of the Lord. The farmer waits for the precious produce of
the soil, being patient about it, until it gets the early and
late rains. You too be patient; strengthen your hearts, for
the coming of the Lord  is near".... James 5:7-8 NASB

...."Just think of Him Who endured from sinners such
grievous opposition and bitter hostility against Himself
[reckon up and consider it all in comparison with your
trials], so that you may not grow weary or exhausted,
losing heart and relaxing and fainting in your minds"....
Hebrews 12:3 The Amplified Translation

...."I would have despaired unless I had believed that
I would see the goodness of the LORD in the land of the
living. Wait for the LORD; Be strong and let your heart
take courage; Yes, wait for the LORD".... Psalms 27:13-
14 NASB
                                                                                              
THE BIRTHING OF TRUE KINGDOM-
MINISTRIES

The coming forth of a ministry can be likened to the
natural birthing process. When the Lord has a particular
work for one of His children, His first step is to give them
a "revelation" concerning His purpose - and their perfect
part in it. Once the revelation is "established" [sown as a
seed into their heart by the Holy Spirit], the child of God
enters a period of "waiting" [testing and refining] before
the onset of labour finally brings it forth. So, then, one
receives the promise [a Word {revelation} from the Lord
about what He is going to do through them] and it seems

totally wonderful but "unreal" [sometimes a VERY long
way from the place we were currently in]. The task, then,
is for that one to "believe" for the perfect fulfillment of
that promise [vision] - through the continual exercising of
a supernatural hope [divine expectancy] and faith [love
and obedience] - steadfastly "enduring", BY continually
"fixing" [focusing] their eyes on the "joy" [revelation -
vision] that has been set before them.

...."let us strip off and throw aside every
encumbrance (unnecessary weight) and that sin which so
readily (deftly and cleverly) clings to and entangles us,
and let us run with patient endurance and steady and
active persistence the appointed course of the race that is
set before us, Looking away [from all that will distract]
to Jesus, Who is the Leader and the Source of our faith
[giving the first incentive for our belief] and is also its
Finisher [bringing it to maturity and perfection]. He, for
the joy [of obtaining the prize] that was set before Him,
endured the cross, despising and ignoring the shame, and
is now seated at the right hand of the throne of God [Ps.
110:1.]".... Hebrews 12:1-2 The Amplified Translation
                                                                                              
                   "GOD-GIVEN" MINISTRY

"forthwith" - immediately; at once; without delay;

Rarely is one propelled into the ministry they are
called to "forthwith" - although it is most certain in those
early days [after the initial seed has been planted] that we
are given an ample "glimpse" [in type and pattern] as a
"foretaste" of what is to come [John 16:13]. Instead, a
period of "separation" [often a lengthy one] is entered
into. In every case, the Enemy will come against the
"embryo" of a "God-given" ministry with great intensity
in order to shut it down [steal or cover over the seed of
revelation in that one's heart] and, thus, it appears [for a
time] as though any doors to its possible emergence are
completely closed. 
                                                                                              
GREAT AND CONTINUED OPPOSITION FROM
THE ENEMY

"assail" - to attack vigourously or violently; assault; to
attack with arguments, criticism or ridicule;

"envelop" - to wrap up in or as in a covering; to surround
entirely; to conceal or obscure;

This great and continued opposition from the Enemy
makes it very difficult to hold onto the revelation [vision]
at times, and it is certain that one's faith is continually
"stretched" - as the "spirits of unbelief" [mistrust,
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discouragement, disheartenment etc.] assail them, and a
"weariness in waiting" attempts to "envelop" them. The
vision, then, is in danger of being "extinguished" unless
they are faithful [diligent] to "rest" in the Father's
faithfulness. Revisiting and declaring [proclaiming] the
wonder of the Word [promise] keeps it fresh in our spirit
- and, thus, its "embers" continue to glow even in the face
of much "suffering for righteousness' sake".

...."We are destroying speculations and every lofty
thing raised up against the true knowledge of God [and
who we ALREADY are, in Christ], and we are taking
every thought captive [through proclamation] to the
obedience of Christ [a revelation of the Father's Will]"....
2 Corinthians 10:5 NASB

...."And let us not lose heart and grow weary and
faint in acting nobly and doing right, for in due time and
at the appointed season we shall reap, if we do not loosen
and relax our courage and faint".... Galatians 6:9 The
Amplified Translation 

...."But those who wait for the Lord [who expect,
look for, and hope in Him] shall change and renew their
strength and power; they shall lift their wings and mount
up [close to God] as eagles [mount up to the sun]; they
shall run and not be weary, they shall walk and not faint
or become tired. [Heb. 12:1-3. ".... Isaiah 40:31 The
Amplified Translation

THE FATHER IS GOING TO BEGIN TO
"SUPERNATURALLY" CONNECT HIS FAITHFUL
SERVANTS THROUGHOUT THE BODY OF
CHRIST TO AN ACCELERATED DEGREE

...."Behold, how good and how pleasant it is for
brothers to dwell together in unity! It is like the precious
oil upon the head, Coming down upon the beard, Even
Aaron's beard, Coming down upon the edge of his robes.
It is like the dew of Hermon Coming down upon the
mountains of Zion; For there the LORD commanded the
blessing - life [love, truth, revelation, righteousness]
forever".... Psalms 133:1-3 NASB

          As the many "true" environments [of the Holy
Spirit] that the Father is beginning to establish in these
days come into "physical manifestation" [throughout the
remnant Church in every nation] it will be seen clearly
just how very important [integral] they [true spiritual
environments] are to the "fullness" of His Plan in this
final hour. In light of the unfolding of the fullness of His
Plan for this final hour, the Father is going to begin to
"supernaturally" connect His faithful servants throughout

the Body of Christ to an accelerated degree - and. through
this increase in "divine connections". we are going to see
an accelerated increase in the establishment of a Glorious
Church - in every nation throughout the earth. 

This supernatural connecting will first happen in the
spirit - having been rooted and established in and through
prayer - and then will manifest "physically" [locationally]
in "strategic positions" throughout the earth. These things
will effect great "movement" in the midst of God's people
- those who are walking in and by the power of the Holy
Spirit - and will bring forth a tremendous release of His
great and awesome power and Presence in their midst
through the true unity and one accord that is theirs, in
Christ.

...."that their hearts may be encouraged, having been
knit together in love, and attaining to all the wealth that
comes from the full assurance of understanding, resulting
in a true knowledge of God's mystery, that is, Christ
Himself, in whom are hidden all the treasures of wisdom
and knowledge".... Colossians 2:2-3 NASB

   ENVIRONMENTS OF PERFECT PREPARATION 

"refuge" - shelter or protection from danger, trouble, etc.;
 
          Again, every true, spiritual environment that is
being established in this hour - whatever shape or form
they may take [in accordance with the Father's highest
purpose] - will be a "refuge" to those who are truly
seeking God. These true spiritual environments will not
only be a refuge to those who truly love God, but they will
also be found to be an environment of "perfect
preparation" for one to enter into the "fullness" of their
precious inheritance in Christ. In these environments,
there will be a supernatural [and continual] increase in
revelation knowledge, and this will cause an "advanced
preparation" in the lives of many - one that is not gradual,
but one that is accelerated far beyond the normal scheme
of things. It will be a "Kingdom-increase" - a supernatural
"multiplication" through the empowerment of the Holy
Spirit, working freely in those whose hearts are pure.

...."The LORD shall increase you more and more".....
Psalm 115:14 KJV
 
THE CALL TO SEPARATION FROM "WRONG"
ENVIRONMENT
 
          If one is going to live the true Christian life then
there will come a point wherein the Father is going to ask
them to separate themselves from the environment[s] that
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they have been in [ones, perhaps, that they, themselves
had a hand in establishing] - environments that through
the years have established certain "mind-sets" of unbelief,
doubt and darkness. Because of the impure spiritual
environment that they have been in, they have never been
able to completely "rise above" bondage to fear in some
form - and, thus, they have remained in a place far below
the "fullness" of their true Kingdom-position. 

...."I sought the LORD, and He answered me, and
delivered me [past tense] from all my fears. They looked
to Him and were radiant, and their faces will never be
ashamed".... Psalms 34:4-5 NASB

Whenever the child of God is called to be separated
from something or somewhere it is ALWAYS "unto"
something else - that something  [or somewhere] else
being established by the Holy Spirit [Who is the Spirit of
wisdom and revelation]. In any given moment, there is a
"true" spiritual environment that the Father has prepared
for us. At times the "environment" that one is in will
provide the ground of testing and refining [even though
we at times would like to be somewhere else]. 

This, of course, is much needed in every one of our
lives but, ultimately, the one who is truly seeking first the
Kingdom must enter into a "perfect rest" [an absolute
cessation from living and striving in their own effort and
seeking their own desire - free from fear], and to
accomplish this they will need to enter into the true
spiritual environment - both individually [the "inner
chamber" on a continual basis] and, corporately [their
true spiritual positioning in the Body that the Father has
planned for them]. This is in order for them to be
"established" in righteousness - and, thus, have their mind
perfectly renewed to such a degree that it is the Mind of
Christ and the heart of the Father that moves them in ALL
that they say and do.

...."If because of the sabbath [rest], you turn your
foot from doing your OWN pleasure on My holy day, and
call the sabbath a delight, the holy day of the LORD
honorable, and honor it, desisting from your OWN ways,
from seeking your own pleasure and speaking your OWN
word, THEN you will take delight in the LORD, and I will
make you ride on the heights of the earth [Ephesians
2:6]; and I will feed you with the heritage of Jacob your
father, for the mouth of the LORD has spoken".... Isaiah
58:13-14 NASB

IT IS EXTREMELY IMPORTANT FOR EVERY
CHILD OF GOD TO TAKE THE NECESSARY
STEP OF FAITH [LOVE] TO ENTER INTO THE
FATHER'S LOVING ARMS ON A DAILY BASIS

...."Jesus Christ [is] the same yesterday and today
and forever".... Hebrews 13:8 NASB

          This truth [revelation] concerning the "inner
chamber" and intimacy with the Father and His Word is
the deepest and most important Kingdom truth. It is the
very principle by which mankind was created in the
beginning [for fellowship with the Creator]. The Father,
also, is the same yesterday, today and forever [as Jesus is
an exact representation of the Father - Hebrews 1:3] -
and, thus, it is extremely important for EVERY child of
God to take that necessary step of faith [love] into His
loving arms on a daily basis. It is a "CONSCIOUS" STEP
OF FAITH  at times, for the Enemy "dreads" the children
of God entering into this holy place - and, thus, it is
certain that he will attempt through his vile schemes to
both hinder and, if "allowed" to, ultimately stop one from
entering in. 

THE "INNER CHAMBER" IS THE ULTIMATE
TRUE SPIRITUAL ENVIRONMENT

        ...."Every good thing given and every perfect gift is
from above, coming down from the Father of lights, with
whom there is no variation or shifting shadow".... James
1:17 NASB

It is in this place of intimacy that we truly gain a
deep revelation of the Father's perfection [perfect love
towards us] and that there is nothing whatsoever to fear
from Him [or in Him] for He is Perfect in EVERY way!
Indeed, there is a great and total deliverance available
found simply in the presence of the Father and His Word
for all who will simply enter in. It [the "inner chamber"]
is THE ultimate, true spiritual environment [one that can
be entered into regardless of present circumstances or a
present lack of a true corporate environment] - and, also,
it is THE place of "perfect empowerment" - whatever that
may mean specifically to each individual Christian. It is
also THE place wherein ALL the chains [bondages] of
the past are dissolved by His perfect Love towards us - as
we are faithful to enter into fellowship with Him day by
day. 

...."He who has My commandments [gained a
revelation of the Father's Will] and keeps them is the one
who loves Me; and he who loves Me will be loved by My
Father, and I will love him and will disclose Myself to him
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.... "If anyone loves Me, he will keep My word; and My
Father will love him, and We will come to him and make
Our abode with him".... John 14:21, 23 NASB

        ...."There is no fear in love [dread does not exist],
but full-grown (complete, perfect) love turns fear out of
doors and expels every trace of terror! For fear brings
with it the thought of punishment, and [so] he who is
afraid has not reached the full maturity of love [is not yet
grown into love's complete perfection]".... 1 John 4:18
The Amplified Translation

                                       ***** 
                                                                                              
        NUGGETS FROM THE INNER CHAMBER

* It is a deep heart-desire of the Father to see true
Covenant-relationships established on every level in the
midst of His precious children in this hour. Friends,
family relationships, marriages, ministry associations
[divine connections] etc. - the most important [and the
prerequisite for all "true" relationship] being our
relationship with the Father and Jesus in the "inner
chamber". The difference between true Covenant-
relationship and soulish relationship is that true Covenant-
relationship [again, on EVERY level] has God directly
involved in it ALL of the time [Heart to heart to heart -
one might say] while soulish relationship remains, in
essence, "self-serving" [selfish] regardless of how good it
may appear [for a time] "outwardly".

...."Behold, how good and how pleasant [it is] for
brethren to dwell together in unity!".... Psalms 133:1
NASB

...."Can two walk together, except they be agreed
[have a "concurring" revelation of the Father's Will]?"....
Amos 3:3 KJV

"concurring" - to agree; be of the same mind and heart;
be in accord;  

Latin: "concurrere" - to run together; 

...."Do not be bound together with unbelievers; for
what partnership have righteousness and lawlessness, or
what fellowship has light with darkness? Or what
harmony has Christ with Belial, or what has a believer in
common with an unbeliever? Or what agreement has the
temple of God with idols? For we are the temple of the
living God; just as God said, 'I will dwell in them and
walk among them; and I will be their God, and they shall
be My people. Therefore, come out from their midst and

be separate, says the Lord. 'and do not touch what is
unclean; And I will welcome you. And I will be a father to
you, ad you shall be sons and daughters to Me',  says the
Lord Almighty. Therefore, having these promises,
beloved, let us cleanse ourselves from all defilement of
flesh and spirit, perfecting holiness in the fear of God"....
2 Corinthians 6:14-7:1 NASB

* There are certainly "emotions" found in true
Covenant-relationship but those emotions are pure  -
flowing from the Holy Spirit through one's inner man and
flooding their soul [mind, will, emotions] "from the
inside". Jesus walked in this in His earthly ministry. He
felt "emotion" but it never superceded Him carrying out
the Father's Will at any time.

...."Jesus said to them, "My food [sustenance] is to
do the will of Him who sent Me and to accomplish His
work".... John 4:34 NASB

* When things get too "busy" or muddled [potentially
confusing] it is of the utmost importance for one to stop
everything [nothing is ever that important that one cannot
stop for a time - no matter how short of long - and
acknowledge the Father and His Word] and get quiet
before the Father and Jesus.

"stillness" - remaining in place or at rest; free from sound
or noise [in this case, the "noisy distractions" of the
world]; free from turbulence or commotion; peaceful;
tranquil; calm;

...."Be still, [in a certain and steadfast trust] and
know that I [am] God".... Psalms 46:10 NASB

* External [temporal] things cannot effect Eternal
things.

"effect" - the power or ability to influence or produce a
result;

...."For our light, momentary affliction [this slight
distress of the passing hour] is ever more and more
abundantly preparing and producing and achieving for us
an everlasting weight of glory [beyond all measure,
excessively surpassing all comparisons and all
calculations, a vast and transcendent glory and
blessedness never to cease!], Since we consider and look
not to the things that are seen but to the things that are
unseen; for the things that are visible are temporal [brief
and fleeting], but the things that are invisible are
deathless and everlasting".... 2 Corinthians 4:17-18 The
Amplified Translation
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* When one does NOT submit [bow their knee] to
"control" tactics [the fear of man] in an environment then
it will SURELY cause "great unrest" in the hearts and
minds of those who are seeking to control - leading to a
"rampant emotionalism" [in some form] on their part.

"rampant" - inflamed; uncontrolled;  

...."Now am I trying to win the favor of men, or of
God? Do I seek to please men? If I were still seeking
popularity with men, I should not be a bond servant of
Christ [the Messiah]".... Galatians 1:10 The Amplified
Translation

* For something to be termed "character assassination"
one would have to have an "unrighteous" motivation in
their heart against a person or persons - thus using the
words they speak or write to do them harm in some way.
In this most critical [and soon to be glorious] hour, the
Father is beginning to expose ALL that is apart from
Christ in their "sphere of existence" to those that truly
love Him - KNOWING that they will handle that which
He reveals about others, righteously [in Love - and by His
Grace], with a view to leading many into a deep and
thorough repentance.

...."For the sorrow that is according to the will of
God produces a repentance without regret, leading to
salvation [perfect liberty], but the sorrow of the world
produces death".... 2 Corinthians 7:10 NASB

*       It is certain that the hour is late and, thus, the "point
of absolute decision" has arrived for many - and, if need
be, they will be replaced in this most critical hour. For
NOTHING can stop the "fullness" of the Father's plan
from coming to fruition - and it is certain that the
"fullness of time" has come!

        ...."'I gave you a land on which you had not labored,
and cities which you had not built, and you have lived in
them; you are eating of vineyards and olive groves which
you did not plant' [saith the Lord]. Now, therefore, fear
the LORD and serve Him in sincerity and truth; and put
away the gods which your fathers served beyond the River
and in Egypt, and serve the LORD. If it is disagreeable in
your sight to serve the LORD, choose for yourselves today
whom you will serve: whether the gods which your fathers
served which were beyond the River, or the gods of the
Amorites in whose land you are living; but as for me and
my house, we will serve the LORD".... Joshua 24:13-15
NASB

        ...."when the fullness of the time came, God sent forth

His Son".... Galatians 4:4a NASB

Prayer:

Heavenly Father, I pray for each and every subscriber
to the various writings. I thank You and praise You that
the "seeds of revelation" [vision] that You have  planted
in their heart [through many years now, in some cases]
are about to burst forth into the "fullness of fruition". I
pray for a "supernatural acceleration" in their lives - a
supernatural acceleration that will catapult them into their
true Kingdom-position and destiny in Christ in this most
critical and glorious hour. 

We thank you and praise you, Father, that this is,
indeed a "new day" [era] - a day in which Your Glorious
Plan for this final hour will be found unfolding perfectly
on EVERY level, in an accelerated manner. And we
declare all of these things DONE to Your greatest Glory,
in Jesus'  Name. Amen.

                                    *****
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